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My name is Ryan Bell, I am a graphic designer that is primarily focused on creating designs that are suited for educational needs, promotional materials and products, 
and board games. My personal niche aside, I am open to tackling other types of projects and I love creative challenges. Art is fun and I am a big kid at heart!  
 
My mission is to create designs that will “Generate and keep interest”. The portfolio that follows covers a diverse level of services and skills that I can provide. Enjoy! 
 

about me
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visual identitY manual
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What follows are a selection of pages from a Visual Identity manual that I created for a fictitious energy company called Infinity Renewable Energy (IRE). Photographic 
content and some web icons were obtained via a paid license with Envato Elements. Most images were manipulated in Adobe Photoshop and Dimension to create 
product mock-ups or fit with other elements of a larger design. I used Adobe Illustrator to create all of the logos, remaining icons, and the product template for the light 
bulb box that incorporated fold lines, and cut lines. 

Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

LOGOS

In� nity Renewable Energy uses four logos to represent the concept of energy being in� nite in nature, and on a scale that 

is accessible down to the consumer level. � e four logo types used are the symbol (Fig 1.), the lettermark (Fig 2.), the 

wordmark (Fig 3.) and the combination logo (Fig4.). All logos are to be used against a solid white background. White is the 

only solid color allowed to enter the clear space of the logo because it is deemed a part of the logo design when used. 

R E N E W A B L E  E N E R G Y

Fig 1. Symbol Logo Fig 2. Lettermark Logo Fig 3. Lettermark Logo

Fig 4. Combination Logo

4INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUALLOGOS
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Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

LOGO COLORS
In� nity Renewable Energy logos are comprised of two colors. � e logo colors are not to be altered in any way, and all logos 

are only to be used against a White background. � e color palette for all IRE logos is shown below.

 IRE DARK GREEN
 C = 72, M = 51, Y = 90, K = 61

 R = 42, G = 57, B =26

 Hex Code #2B391C

 IRE GREEN
 C = 56, M = 0, Y = 88, K = 0

 R= 123, G = 193, B = 85

 Hex Code #7BC256

 WHITE (AUTHORIZED BACKGROUND COLOR)
 C = 0, M = 0, Y = 0, K = 0

 R= 255, G = 255, B = 255

 Hex Code #� � � 

5 INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUAL LOGOS
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Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

CLEAR SPACE

When placing the lettermark in a layout, no other visual elements should intrude into the established clear space. Regardless 

of size, the clear space is based on a square that matches the height of the E’s bottom leg as shown by the blue square 

in Fig 10.

MINIMUM SIZES FOR PRINT AND WEB

Excluding white space the lettermark should never be less than the following dimensions for print: 

W: 0.5899in, and H: 0.5in. See Fig 11.

Excluding white space the lettermark should never be less than the following dimensions for web: 

W: 42.4682px, and H: 36px. See Fig 12.

Fig 10. Lettermark Clear Space

Fig 12. Lettermark (Web) Minimum SizeFig 11. Lettermark (Print) Minimum Size

10INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUALLOGOS
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In total the manual clocked in at 93 pages, and it covered a wide array of guidelines from how to use logos, to business card design, product packaging, website design, 
color use, and typography use. I feel the manual was effective because I articulated examples of what is and is not acceptable for the brand, and I really enjoyed putting 
the manual together.

Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

Fig 42. Clear Space Violation. Fig 43. Incorrect Logo Combination.

Fig 44. Logo Color Altered.

Fig 48. Logo Color Altered. Stroke Removed. Fig 49. Clear Space Violation; Graphic in Symbol.

Fig 45. Drop Shadow.

Fig 46. Logo Altered; Symbol Inverted. Fig 47. Logo Altered; Name Inverted.

18INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUALLOGOS
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Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

Energy SourcesAbout NewsroomResearch Careers Contact Us English
SEARCH

Products

Harnessing Wind
Discover how IRE uses wind to facilitate endless possibilities 

on a global scale.

Legal Notices and Terms of Use Privacy Site Map Accessibility
Copyright © 2021 Infi nity Renewable Energy. All right reserved. Infi nity Renewable 
Energy ™, the IRE Logo, and all trademarks and service marks denoted with ™, or 
© are owned by affi liates of Infi nity Renewable Energy, unless otherwise noted.

Solar Panels

Light Bulbs and Fixtures

Appliances

Tree Growth Kits

Rechargeable Batteries

Personal Protective Equipment

Fig 72. General Website Build Example: Header link changes character style when clicked, and dropdown appears if applicable.

NOTE: � e website example is not to scale.

36px

65 INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUAL WEB DESIGN
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Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

TEMPLATE EXAMPLE
An example of a light bulb product package template is shown in Fig 68. � e template is not a “one size � ts all” design, 

however it showcases what a template should look like before moving on to the mock up stage.

7 57451 06467 8

Appearence

Warm
2700K

Life

22.8 years

60W
uses only

11 watts

LED

rerr nce

rm 22
Based on 3 hrs/day

INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY

Brightness

815
lumens

Estimated Energy Cost

$1.32

60W
uses only

11 watts

LED

INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY

based on 3 hours per day11c/kWh 
Cost depends on rates and use

Bri

8
Cost

ay1 h1c/kWh

Lighting Facts   Per Bulb

Brightness                                 815 lumens

Estimated Yearly Energy Cost            $1.32
Based on based on 3 hours per day11c/kWh
Cost depends on rates and use

Life
Based on 3hr/day                            22.8 years

Light Appearance
Warm                                               Cool

Energy Used     11 watts

2700K

LED

60W
uses only

11 watts

Brightness

815
lumens

INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY

FRONT

LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE
BOTTOM

TOP

BACK

Cut line designated with  SPOT Color PANTONE Rubine Red C
# D50057
DO NOT PRINT

Fold line designated with SPOT Color PANTONE Blue 0821 C
# 6FCFEB
DO NOT PRINT

Fig 68. Light bulb Packaging Product Mock-up (View 2). 

56INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUALPRODUCT PACKAGING
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Title: Infinity Renewable Energy Visual Identity Manual
Original Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 inches
Medium: Print

MOCK-UP EXAMPLE
An example of a product package template is shown in Fig 69. and Fig 70. � e intent of the mock-up is to show how the 

product would look in three dimensional space once produced. Mock-ups should be done in a fashion that features at least 

three sides of the packaging, and the package should be positioned upright, or how it would sit on a shelf.

Fig 69. Light bulb Packaging Product Mock-up (View 1). 

57 INFINITY RENEWABLE ENERGY VISUAL IDENTITY MANUAL PRODUCT PACKAGING
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infographic
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The below infographic was created in Adobe Illustrator. It shows a breakdown of what happens when one quits smoking. I liked the idea of using an ashtray to make 
the “O” in “smoking”, and I liked the symbolism of an extinguished cigarette being used to press the start button on the stopwatch because it conveyed the idea of one 
becoming more active and healthy over time. 

Title: What Happens When You Quit Smoking
Original Dimensions: 9.5 x 18.5 inches
Medium: Print
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posters
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The below poster project is a fictitious EDM festival sponsored by a fictitious pharmaceutical company. The theme is centered around killing the Coronavirus. Various 
ideas were explored in thumbnail format, followed, by a refined thumbnail and a vector drawing. I prefer working in vector. The strange eye on the right of the poster 
was designed as a nod to Tokyo Ghoul, but primarily it was a clever way to frame the symbol logo for the headlining dubstep artist “Excision”. I made sure to build a 
design that could accommodate content additions that might manifest later. The final product features a sponsor logo and a QR code for supplemental information on 
the festival. 

Title: EDM Festival Poster
Original Dimensions: 11 x 17 inches
Medium: Print
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At the time this piece was created, the creator of the Spawn comic book had teamed with Blumhouse Productions and was set to direct a horror film reboot centered 
around the title character Spawn. The concept for this poster is based on a grim scene from the Spawn comic book where a child killer, that hid in plain sight as an ice 
cream truck driver, is captured, tortured, and killed by Spawn. The piece is purposefully darkened to tone down the scene, but it is intended to show the new direction 
of the reboot. ZBrush was used to create the chains and a sculpt of a person. Photoshop was used to paint textures and lighting effects. Illustrator was used for logo 
traces, and InDesign was used to format the poster for print.

Title: Spawn Movie Poster
Original Dimensions: 24 x 36 inches
Medium: Print
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magazine
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This layout is a fictitious newsletter created for The Salvation Army which I decided to call Frontline. I used guidelines from their VIS Manual and content from their 
website, and social media page to create the layout and theme for the fictitious newsletter publication. The digital mock-up was created in Adobe Dimension.  

Title: Salvation Army Newsletter (Frontline)
Original Dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches
Medium: Print

IN THIS ISSUE

Covid-19: One Year Later
featured on cover

Honoring U.S. Troops
page 2

Stevie Award Win
page 4

Frontline
25 MAY 2021

� e Salvation Army Newsletter

The Salvation Army Continues to Do 
the Most Good One Year After the 
Start of the COVID-19 Pandemic

As the nation marks the anniversary 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

� e Salvation Army continues to 
address the longstanding issues of 
homelessness, poverty, and hunger 
which have intensi� ed and become 
more complex due to COVID-19. 
As a record number of families face 
the ongoing threats of “pandemic 
poverty,” � e Salvation Army remains 
committed, despite operational and 
fundraising challenges for charities. 

B. Meyer & J. Sullivan

continued on page 3 

With a global network of local service 
units, they are uniquely positioned 
to respond to the ongoing crisis and 
o� er assistance from 7,600 centers of 
operation across the country.

People living in poverty felt the e� ects 
of COVID-19 more quickly and 
acutely because they experienced a 
pandemic on top of already-existing 
epidemics of need. COVID-19 forced 
a record number of Americans to 
seek assistance from � e Salvation 

Army, including many people who had 
previously supported the 
organization as donors. � e most 
requested service was food assistance, 
and due to its grassroots structure, � e 
Salvation Army was able to modify 
operations to meet urgent need in 
creative and localized ways. 

A volunteer gives a meal to person in need. © � e Salvation Army

2 Frontlines • 25 May 2021

The Salvation Army Honors U.S. Troops & Doughnut 
Lassies at Arlington National Cemetery

Under the banner of “STILL 
HERE, STILL SERVING,” � e 

Salvation Army held a wreath-laying 
ceremony at the gravesite of General 
John J. Pershing in Arlington National 
Cemetery on Sunday, May 16th, 2021. 
See the full ceremony in the video 
below. 

More about this event: 

In 1917, General John J. Pershing 
permitted some 250 Salvation Army 
o�  cers to cross the Atlantic Ocean and 
serve U.S. soldiers at the front lines of 
WWI. Famously known as ‘Doughnut 
Lassies,’ these o�  cers would provide 
comfort food, drinks, and moral 
support to soldiers returning from the 
horrors of trench warfare.

At the end of National Salvation Army 
Week, May 16, 2021, � e Salvation 
Army will laid a wreath at the gravesite 
of General John J. Pershing.

Under the banner of ‘Still Here, Still 
Serving,’ this wreath-laying ceremony 
will rea�  rm � e Salvation Army’s 
commitment to serving veterans and 
the American people while honoring  

the U.S. Armed 
Forces and General 
John J. Pershing for 
their friendship and 
service during some 
of the darkest times 
in world history.

� e event served as 
the culmination of 
National Salvation 
Army Week 2021. 

More about the impact of Salvation 
Army Doughnut Lassies:

When U.S. 
soldiers 
returned from 
the front lines 
of WWI, they 
did not forget 
the comfort 
of deep-friend 
confectionary 
served by the 
Doughnut 
Lassies. 
Hence, the 
popularization 
of the 
doughnut 
came shortly after the end of the � rst 
World War. � e Doughnut Lassies 
also set a new standard for civilian 
support of military during wartime, 
laid the groundwork for Salvation 
Army o�  cers to become chaplains for 
the U.S. Armed Forces, and inspired 
the creation of the United Service 
Organizations (USO).

In commemoration of the Doughnut 
Lassies and the troops who served 
during WWI, � e Salvation Army 
in Chicago celebrated the � rst 
“National Donut Day” in 1938 to 
help communities struggling because 
of the Great Depression. Since then, 
Americans continue to celebrate 
National Donut Day on the � rst 
Friday of June each year. � e Salvation 
Army uses the occasion each year 
to celebrate the work of the original 
Doughnut Lassies by delivering donuts 
to communities in need, partners in 
the � ght for good, and members of the 
U.S. Armed Forces.

On Friday, June 4, 2021, � e Salvation 
Army will thank the men and women 
on the front lines of the coronavirus 
pandemic by delivering donuts and 
hope. We encourage everyone to 
involved locally and help us celebrate 
this most delicious day by doing good 
for others. 

Honoring General Pershing. © � e Salvation Army

Doughnut Lassie, 1918 Courtesy of 
 e Salvation Army National Archives

� e Salvation Army Newsroom
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Title: Salvation Army Newsletter (Frontline)
Original Dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches
Medium: Print

I feel this design really fit the tone of the brand, and the overall presentation was clean, with a strong visual hierarchy.

3Frontlines • 25 May 2021

A person in need recieves the Covid-19 vaccine. © 
 e Salvation Army

In 2020, more than 225 million meals 
were served through food distribution 
programs that included safe drive-
through and home drop-o�  options, 
compared to 146 million meals in 
2019.

“� e Salvation Army has always 
dedicated itself to responding to crisis 
in nimble, inventive ways, but no one 
could have predicted the tsunami of 
need caused by COVID-19,” said 
Commissioner Kenneth G. Hodder, 
the National Commander of � e 
Salvation Army in the United States. 
“We are grateful for the tremendous 
outpouring of public support that 
enables us to maintain our services, and 
we will remain on the front lines for 
the duration of this crisis to provide 
comfort and relief to Americans living 
in poverty.”

While � e Salvation Army’s mission 
never changes, evolving approaches 
to meeting need did re� ect the 
profound impact the pandemic had on 
Americans everywhere:

Many Family and � rift retail stores 
were forced to close due to local health 
precautions, and some were converted 
to shelters to house vulnerable 
homeless individuals and families.

Canteens typically used to respond 
to natural disasters delivered food 
and hydration to � rst responders 
and frontline healthcare workers. 
Additionally, the Army hosted PPE 
drives and provided free childcare so 
� rst responders could better focus on 
the � ght against the pandemic.

� e Salvation Army launched a 
national phone hotline (the Hope 
Hotline) to provide people with 
emotional and spiritual care. � is 
virtual service, in addition to onsite 
ministries, meant that almost 1 million 
people impacted by the pandemic 
received compassionate support.

COVID-19 also created unique 
challenges for charities responding 
to the crisis. � e Salvation Army 
provided more than 1 million nights 
of shelter speci� cally related to 
COVID-19, but supply was lower than 
demand due to social distancing and 
safety protocols to prevent the spread 
of the virus. Many of these constraints 
remain and will continue to impact the 
ability to serve as long as the pandemic 
persists.

COVID-19 speci� c response, along 
with continued services that combat 
job loss, drug and alcohol addiction, 
domestic violence, human tra�  cking, 
natural disasters, and more, were able 
to continue daily thanks to the help 
of generous donors, corporations, and 
foundation partners.

Additionally, � e Salvation Army took 
the historic step of starting its 2020 
holiday fundraising campaign early 
to ensure struggling Americans had 
a bright Christmas. More than $557 
million was raised, which will help 
power 2021 services, but demand is 
expected to far outpace resources to 
combat the largest jump in poverty 
since the government began tracking 
it 60 years ago. As people face weekly 
threats of eviction and � nancial loss, 
the majority of clients are characterized 
to be families who live paycheck-
to-paycheck. In response, Salvation 
Army sheltering resources will remain 
focused on vulnerable homeless 
families, and � nancial resources will 
focus on keeping people in their homes 
through rent and utility assistance.

� e Salvation Army will continue 
to meet the rising tide of pandemic 
poverty during the current crisis and 
beyond, but to do so, they are asking 
for the support of the public. Just $25 a 
month could be the di� erence between 
a family paying their light bill or being 
left in the dark, or receiving a hot 
meal or going hungry.  To help, visit 
salvationarmyusa.org.

continued from cover 
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THE SALVATION ARMY HONORED AS GOLD STEVIE® 
AWARD WINNER IN 2021 AMERICAN BUSINESS AWARDS®

The Salvation Army of Greater 
New York was named the 

winner of two Gold Stevie® Awards in 
� e 19th Annual American Business 
Awards® for Best Non-Pro� t COVID 
Response and Delivery Hero of the 
Year.

� e American Business Awards are 
the U.S.A.’s premier business awards 
program. All organizations operating 
in the U.S.A. are eligible to submit 
nominations – public and private, for-
pro� t and non-pro� t, large and small.

Nicknamed the Stevies for the Greek 
word meaning “crowned,” the awards 
will be virtually presented to winners 
during a live event on Wednesday, June 
30. Tickets for the event are now on 
sale.

� e Salvation Army of Greater New 
York was awarded Best Non-Pro� t 
Response to COVID-19 thanks 
to the brave and sel� ess actions of 
sta� , donors, and volunteers. � e 
organization’s community-based 
model makes it uniquely positioned to 
respond immediately in times of crisis. 
“� ank you, Salvation Army, for your 
unwavering commitment, and thank 
you to your volunteers,” commented 
one Stevies judge.

� e organization has provided over 7.6 
million meals to more than 650,000 
New Yorkers since its initial response. 
� ey are poised to provide rental 
assistance once federal moratoriums 
are lifted.

Seth Ditmer, who served as � e 
Salvation Army’s Deputy Director of 
Operations in the Greater New York 

area during the height of the pandemic, 
was given the top award for Delivery 
Hero of the Year. Ditmer coordinated 
supply chain logistics to ensure the 
� ow of food and personal protective 
equipment to the communities that 
needed it most. He personally delivered 
an average of 24 pallets of food per 
week to Salvation Army food banks. 
Ditmer now leads � e Salvation 
Army’s Emergency Disaster Services in 
New Jersey.

In commending Ditmer’s nomination, 
one Stevies judge noted, “� e ‘degree 
of good’ delivered under Mr. Ditmer’s 
leadership is simply staggering. [� eir 
delivery of meals] must have saved 
lives, renewed hope, and lifted so many 
families from despair. We cannot honor 
this e� ort enough.”

More than 3,800 nominations – a 
record number - from organizations 
of all sizes and in virtually every 
industry were submitted this year 
for consideration in a wide range of 
categories. More than 250 professionals 
worldwide participated in the judging 

process to select this year’s Stevie 
Award winners.

Details about � e American Business 
Awards and the list of 2021 Stevie 
winners are available at 
stevieawards.com/aba.   

� e Gold Stevie Award is a symbol of the Good We Do. © � e Salvation Army

HOW 
TO DO
MORE
GOOD
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Title: Salvation Army Newsletter (Frontline) Digital Mock-up
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product DESIGN
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This is a coffee bag template for a fictitious flavor of coffee as if it were going into production for Black Rifle Coffee Company. It is meant to show the full design for the 
unique coffee flavor and to showcase what would be on the sides, back, and bottom of the package. Logos were recreated via a meticulous vector trace, and the design 
was sketched in Photoshop, and recreated stroke for stroke in Illustrator. I chose a dinosaur shooting a .50 caliber machinegun because I felt it mirrored the theme of 
elaborate characters and animals that are sometimes featured on BRCC products. 

Title: Black Rifle Coffee Bag Layout Design: Bravo Zulu
Original Dimensions: 20 x 15 inches
Bag Dimensions: 16.1417 x 12.2047 inches
Medium: Print
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This mascot was designed as part of the product packaging for a fictitious flavor of coffee as if it were going into production for Black Rifle Coffee Company. The pose 
of the dinosaur is inspired by the “Washington Crossing The Delaware” painting. The design was sketched in Photoshop, and recreated stroke for stroke in Illustrator. I 
chose a dinosaur shooting a .50 caliber machinegun because I felt it mirrored the theme of elaborate characters and animals that are sometimes featured  
on BRCC products. 

Title: .50 Cal Dinosaur
Original Dimensions: Vary due to being a vector graphic
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This doubles as both a product mock-up and an advertisement for the fictitious coffee flavor that I made up as if it were a product made by Black Rifle Coffee Company. 
The photo was staged and taken by me, the image was then digitally manipulated into Photoshop to create the mock-up.

Title: BRCC Bravo Zulu Coffee Facebook Ad
Original Dimensions: 1920 x 1080 pixels
Medium: Digital
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What follows are product packaging designs of soda can flavors for a fictitious company called Quench. The flavors I chose were Chamoy, Cotton Candy, and Cactus 
Fruit (all were based off family input). I liked the idea of making the can a piece of art that one would be compelled to buy just for the artwork alone.  

Title: Quench Soda (Chamoy)
Original Dimensions: 8.194 x 4.75 inches
Medium: Print

Title: Quench Soda (Chamoy) Digital Mock-ups
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I created characters based on the flavors and drew them in my sketchbook while on the go. From there I recreated my drawings stroke for stroke in Adobe Illustrator and 
finalized the colors and label designs for each soda can. I went through many logo iterations. 

Title: Quench Soda (Cotton Candy)
Original Dimensions: 8.194 x 4.75 inches
Medium: Print

Title: Quench Soda (Cotton Candy) Digital Mock-ups
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I ultimately settled on a “Q” that looks like an overhead shot of straw sitting in a bubbling glass of soda. The mock-ups were done in Adobe Dimension.  

Title: Quench Soda (Cactus Fruit)
Original Dimensions: 8.194 x 4.75 inches
Medium: Print

Title: Quench Soda (Cactus Fruit) Digital Mock-ups
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What follows are product designs of sock patterns as if they were going into production through Sock Club. The template was provided by Sock Club. The designs were 
sketched in Photoshop and redrawn as vector images in Illustrator. The designs are geared toward Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.

Title: Doggie Halloween Title: The Struggles of Ghosting Title: Kawaii Pie Title: Turkey Trot
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Title: Mellowing Out Title: Reindeer Games
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In addition to the pattern designs, product mock-ups were created in Adobe Photoshop using a template that was provided by Sock Club to showcase what each sock 
would like if it were made into a physical product.

Title: Doggie Halloween Title: The Struggles of Ghosting Title: Kawaii Pie
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Title: Turkey Trot Title: Mellowing Out Title: Reindeer Games
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ADS
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For this piece, the client wanted a flyer that would convey general information about their services and for the flyer to target veterans, first responders, and active duty 
service members to grow their client base. The client provided the logo and a VIS manual to facilitate the end product. All digital imagery that was used was obtained 
via Pexels.com and requires no attribution. One photo was taken by me, and all digital photos were edited and combined to create the patches that appear  
on the hiker’s backpack.

Title: Fire Opal Healing & Wellness Flyer
Original Dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches
Medium: Print
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This ad was created as a concept for a mailer ad to promote holiday themed sock designs (that I created as part of my academic course work) for Sock Club. The logo 
was vector traced and the style of the ad was created using existing brand themes that are present on Sock Club’s website.

Title: Sock Club Email Ad
Original Dimensions: 900 x 1800 pixels
Medium: Digital
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social media
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This social media branding package is a concept for a non-profit called Boston Terrier Rescue of East Tennessee (BTRET). The original BTRET logo had to be recreated 
via a meticulous vector trace in Adobe Illustrator. Digital images were obtained via free use through Pexels, and via BTRET’s social media page. Images were digitally 
manipulated to achieve the final look. The hoodie on the dog had a symbol logo pattern on it that had to be removed, before it was recolored and redesigned with the 
patriotic design to fit the event theme. The dog bed was missing part of the bed, so it had to be recreated, and the bed was colored to fit guidelines from established in 
the creative brief.

Title: BTRET Social Media Package (Ad Banner)
Original Dimensions: 828 x 315 pixels
Medium: Digital

Title: BTRET Social Media Package Mock-up
Medium: Digital

Title: BTRET Social Media Package (Event Banner)
Original Dimensions: 1920 x 1080 pixels
Medium: Digital
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web design
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This project was a concept to show how I could redesign a poorly made website. The original The Café Moonlight website (left) compared to my overhaul that is 
complete with a fresh symbol logo and a strong sans serif display font (right). I love to streamline outdated designs. The digital imagery that was used was pulled from 
the restaurant’s social media page, edited in Adobe Photoshop, the symbol logo was created in Adobe Illustrator, and the website was built in Adobe Dreamweaver

Title: Old outdated website
Original Dimensions: Unknown
Medium: Digital

Title: The Café Moonlight Redesigned Homepage
Original Dimensions: 1287 x 477 pixels
Medium: Digital
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motion graphic
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This is probably my favorite project, I did a lot of match cuts in the beginning and near the end of the animation. It is an animated infographic that tells a bit about me, 
and how I started as a creative. I wrote the script, recorded and mixed the audio, developed storyboards, created an animatic, drew all of the assets in Adobe Illustrator, 
and animated everything in the sequence with Adobe After Effects. Below are some assets that were used in the animation, and the complete product can be viewed via 
the following link: https://youtu.be/x6xrTVWu8ig 

Title: A Story About Me

Original Dimensions:1280 x 720 pixels
Medium: Digital

https://youtu.be/x6xrTVWu8ig 
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The purpose of this animation was to take a USAF learning objective, that is usually taught with Power Point, and turn it into an engaging animation sequence.  
I took a one hour block of weapons fundamental instructions for the M4 Carbine and condensed it into an engaging animation that covers the general points in under 
two minutes. Inspiration for this piece came from field manuals, and from USAF approved lesson plans. 

The visuals were animated to better showcase what one sees when looking through the sights of the weapon system and firing the weapon. The process of recreating the 
rifle and equipment was meticulous and it was done with Adobe Illustrator. The animation sequence was accomplished with Adobe After Effects. The end goal was to 
create a product that could replace outdated Power Point presentations and pictures that fail to properly convey the concepts of these fundamentals and this product 
was, donated to the 91st Security Forces Group at Minot AFB, ND. Below is a shot from the animation sequence; the complete product can be viewed via  
the following link: https://youtu.be/v2jwrfqKTKo

Title: How To Be A Marksman

Original Dimensions:1280 x 720 pixels
Medium: Digital

https://youtu.be/v2jwrfqKTKo


Thanks for viewing my work!  
Let’s collaborate to create designs that will...

Generate and Keep Interest. 
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